We study tidal features (TFs) around galaxies in the REsolved Spectroscopy of a Local VolumE (RESOLVE) survey. Our sample consists of 1048 RESOLVE galaxies that overlap with the DECam Legacy Survey, which reaches an r-band 3σ depth of ∼27.9 mag arcsec −2 for a 100 arcsec 2 feature. Images were masked, smoothed, and inspected for TFs like streams, shells, or tails/arms. We find TFs in 17 ±2 % of our galaxies, setting a lower limit on the true frequency. The frequency of TFs in the gas-poor (gas-to-stellar mass ratio < 0.1) subsample is lower than in the gas-rich subsample (13 ±3 % vs. 19 ±2 %). Within the gas-poor subsample, galaxies with TFs have higher stellar and halo masses, ∼ 3× closer distances to nearest neighbors (in the same group), and possibly fewer group members at fixed halo mass than galaxies without TFs, but similar specific star formation rates. These results suggest TFs in gas-poor galaxies are typically streams/shells from dry mergers or satellite disruption. In contrast, the presence of TFs around gas-rich galaxies does not correlate with stellar or halo mass, suggesting these TFs are often tails/arms from resonant interactions. Similar to TFs in gas-poor galaxies, TFs in gas-rich galaxies imply 1.7x closer nearest neighbors in the same group; however, TFs in gas-rich galaxies are associated with diskier morphologies, higher star formation rates, and higher gas content. In addition to interactions with known neighbors, we suggest that TFs in gas-rich galaxies may arise from accretion of cosmic gas and/or gas-rich satellites below the survey limit.
INTRODUCTION
In the paradigm of ΛCDM cosmology, galaxy growth is driven by cosmological gas accretion as well as major and minor mergers. For decades, numerical simulations have shown how baryonic matter can trace merging events through the formation of discernible tidal features (e.g. Toomre & Toomre 1972; Dubinski et al. 1996; Cooper et al. 2010) . A robust search for tidal features can help construct a fossil record of the history of recent galaxy accretion events, as well as test theories of long-term galaxy evolution (e.g. Johnston et al. 2008) . Although the first simulations that demonstrated the formation of tidal features focused on major mergers, tidal features can also be formed by minor merger events (e.g. Ebrova 2013) . In simulations of the accretion of satellite dwarf galaxies by a larger host galaxy, Bullock & Johnston (2005) successfully reproduced substructure similar to that observed around the Milky Way. Deep studies of individual nearby galaxies have detected faint features consistent with satellite accretion (e.g. Martínez-Delgado et al. 2008 .
Certain types of tidal features have been connected to particular types of merging events; we will use the same terminology as Duc et al. (2015) . Tidal tails or arms, in which material from the primary galaxy is pulled out due to an interaction with a companion, are dependent on the primary's rotation (prograde for maximum effect) and thus are expected to come from progenitors with a gas-rich, disc dominated component (e.g. Byrd & Howard 1992; Oh et al. 2008 ). In contrast, tidal streams consist of stripped material from a lowmass companion orbiting or being consumed by the primary galaxy; these features can be found around a variety of primary morphologies. Furthermore, broader fans and plumes are expected to result from dry, major mergers (van Dokkum 2005; Feldmann et al. 2008) . Shell systems found around elliptical galaxies (e.g. Malin & Carter 1983; Schweizer & Seitzer 1992 ) are expected to form from intermediate mass mergers. Recognition of merging systems based on detection of tidal features has been used in multiple studies of the merger fraction and rate at various redshifts (Conselice et al. 2008; Bridge et al. 2010 ). However, flyby interactions (in which no merger occurs) have also been shown to produce similar morphological disturbances, complicating the use of tidal features to identify mergers (e.g. Richer et al. 2003; D'Onghia et al. 2010) .
The varied origins of tidal features may lead to diverse results from attempts to link those features, vs. other evidence of interactions, to galaxy properties such as gas fraction, star formation rate, and morphology. While some observational studies have found evidence that galaxy interactions can spur the conversion of HI into H 2 and the subsequent depletion of gas through star formation (e.g. Lisenfeld et al. 2011; Stark et al. 2013) , Ellison et al. (2015) find no signs of gas depletion, despite enhanced star formation, in post-merger galaxies identified by tidal features. Interestingly, simulations show gas-rich galaxy mergers exhibit tidal features for longer periods of time than their gas-poor counterparts (Lotz et al. 2010) . Darg et al. (2010) studied merging galaxies with tidal features identified through the Galaxy Zoo project and concluded that the effects of mergers on spiral galaxies were much more dramatic (eroding their gas and angular momentum supplies and strongly enhancing their SFRs), so disturbed spiral galaxies were more easily observable than disturbed ellipticals. This result may also reflect the fact that modest gas fractions are expected to lead to more spheroidal remnant morphologies (Naab et al. 2006; Duc & Renaud 2013) , while gas-rich mergers should yield disk-dominated remnants (Lotz et al. 2008; Hopkins et al. 2009; Lagos et al. 2017) .
Asymmetries in disks of galaxies have also been explained by gas accretion (Bournaud et al. 2005; Mapelli et al. 2008; Jog & Combes 2009) . If the accretion is asymmetric, the stellar disk may be lopsided when the accreted gas turns into stars, producing features similar to those from galaxy interactions (Mapelli et al. 2008) . Bournaud et al. (2005) studied the origin of disk asymmetry in spiral galaxies with N-body simulations and found that a large fraction of lopsidedness must come from cosmological accretion of gas to explain observational results. However, the difference between accretion of gas and of a gas-dominated satellite, and between the resulting asymmetries in the primary galaxy, is not yet clear.
Previous studies have produced discrepant estimates of the frequency of tidal features in the nearby universe from 3% to 70% (Malin & Carter 1983; Schweizer & Seitzer 1988; van Dokkum 2005; Tal et al. 2009; Bridge et al. 2010; Nair & Abraham 2010; Miskolczi et al. 2011; Kim et al. 2012; Sheen et al. 2012; Adams et al. 2012; Atkinson et al. 2013; Duc et al. 2015) . These discrepancies most likely stem from differences in detection criteria, sample selection, and surface brightness limits.
The varied nature of the origin of tidal features calls for a systematic study of their frequency in a statistically complete galaxy survey within which we can characterize gas content, environment, mass, morphology, and star formation. In this work, we present a uniform search for faint substructure within the highly complete volume-limited REsolve Spectroscopy of a Local VolumE (RESOLVE) survey. A census of the low surface brightness components of RESOLVE galaxies serves as the basis for investigating key questions about faint tidal features in the local universe. Which galaxy properties correlate most strongly with tidal features? Are these global trends, or are there separate subpopulations? Can the environmental dependence of tidal features illuminate their origins?
This work is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the data sets and methods used to identify faint tidal features around RESOLVE galaxies. Section 3 details the results of our census, characterizing our surface brightness limitations while investigating the relationship of detected features to various parameters recorded by the RESOLVE survey. A discussion of our results and comparison with previous works is presented in Section 4, and our conclusions are outlined in Section 5.
2. DATA AND METHODS
The RESOLVE Survey
Our main goal is to detect faint tidal features around galaxies in the RESOLVE survey, a volume-limited census of stellar, gas, and dynamical mass encompassing more than 50,000 cubic Mpc of the nearby universe (Kannappan & Wei 2008) . A more thorough description of the survey design will given in S.J. Kannappan et al. (in preparation) , but we briefly outline the key aspects of the survey below.
Survey Definition
RESOLVE is split into two equatorial strips, RESOLVE-A and RESOLVE-B. RESOLVE A spans 8.75 hr < R.A. < 15.75 hr and 0
• < Dec. < 5
• , while RESOLVE-B spans from 22 hr < R.A. < 3 hr and -1.25
• < Dec. < 1.25
• (overlapping the deep SDSS Stripe-82 field). Both areas are also bounded in Local Group-corrected heliocentric velocity between V LG =4500-7000 km s −1 . RESOLVE is an approximately baryonic mass limited survey, where baryonic mass (M bary ) is defined as the stellar mass (M * ) plus the atomic gas mass corrected for helium contributions (1.4M HI ). Galaxies in both RESOLVE regions are initially selected on r-band absolute magnitude since this property tightly correlates with the total baryonic mass .
The RESOLVE survey makes use of the SDSS redshift survey (Abazajian et al. 2009 ) as well as additional redshifts from the Updated Zwicky Catalog (Falco et al. 1999) , HyperLEDA (Paturel et al. 2003) , 2dF (Colless et al. 2001) , 6dF (Jones et al. 2009 ), GAMA (Driver et al. 2011) , Arecibo Legacy Fast ALFA (Haynes et al. 2011) , and new observations with the SOAR and SALT telescopes (S.J. Kannappan et al., in preparation) . RESOLVE reaches r-band completeness limits of M r < -17 for RESOLVE-B and M r < -17.33 for RESOLVE-A, the former limit being fainter as a result of RESOLVE-B's overlap with the deep Stripe-82 SDSS region. Eckert et al. (2016) estimate the baryonic mass completeness limit by considering the range of possible baryonic mass-tolight ratios at the r-band absolute magnitude completeness limit, obtaining ∼ 98% completeness limits in baryonic mass at M bary = 10 9.3 M and M bary = 10 9.1 M in RESOLVE-A and RESOLVE-B, respectively.
One advantage of the RESOLVE survey is the variety of multiwavelength data available. Several overlapping photometric surveys span near-infrared to ultraviolet wavelengths, which are used to estimate stellar masses and colors (Eckert et al. 2015) . The optical spectroscopic survey underway enhances redshift completeness over the SDSS for superior environment metrics and will in the future enable analysis of kinematics and metallicities. Importantly for the present work, 21 cm observations presented in Stark et al. (2016) provide an unusually complete, adaptive sensitivity HI mass inventory for RESOLVE galaxies.
Custom Photometry and Stellar Masses
The extra-deep r-band imaging we use to identify tidal features is described in section 2.2; here we describe the baseline multi-band photometry for RESOLVE. A full description of the photometric analysis for RESOLVE can be found in Eckert et al. (2015) . All available photometric data, including SDSS ugriz (Aihara et al. 2011 ), 2MASS JHK (Skrutskie et al. 2006 , UKIDSS YHK (Hambly et al. 2008) , and GALEX NUV (Morrissey et al. 2007) were reanalyzed with custom pipelines to produce uniform magnitude measurements and improve the recovery of low surface brightness emission. This new uniform photometry was used to calculate stellar masses and other stellar population parameters using the spectral energy distribution fitting code described in Kannappan & Gawiser (2007) and modified in Kannappan et al. (2013) . Eckert et al. (2015) uses the second grid from Kannappan et al. (2013) , which combines old simple stellar populations with ages ranging from 2 to 12 Gyr and young stellar populations described either by continuous star formation from 1015 Myr ago until between 0 and 195 Myr ago, or by simple stellar populations with ages 360, 509, 641, 806, or 1015 Myr. This model grid includes four possible metallicities (Z = 0.004, 0.008, 0.02, and 0.05) and adopts a Chabrier IMF. Likelihoods and stellar masses are computed for all models in the grid, and the median of the likelihoodweighted stellar mass distribution provides the most robust final stellar mass estimate. These stellar masses are given in Eckert et al. (2015) .
1 In addition, the short-term star formation rate of each galaxy is calculated from the GALEX NUV band using the calibration from Wilkins et al. (2012) . The ratio of the short-term star formation rate to the stellar mass is calculated to provide the specific star formation rate (SSFR) for each galaxy.
HI Masses
The HI mass inventory for RESOLVE is fully described in Stark et al. (2016) . That 21 cm data release is ∼ 94% complete overall (94% in RESOLVE-A, 95% in RESOLVE-B), counting all galaxies with detections with S/N > 5 or upper limits stronger than 1.4M HI /M * ∼ 0.05 − 0.1. The HI masses and upper limits for RESOLVE come from the blind 21 cm ALFALFA survey (Haynes et al. 2011) as well as new observations with the GBT and Arecibo telescopes. To increase the yield from the basic ALFALFA data products, Stark et al. (2016) extracted 140 lower S/N detections and upper limits for RESOLVE galaxies within the ALFALFA grids. In addition, they acquired pointed observations with the GBT and Arecibo telescopes obtaining HI data for 290 galaxies in RESOLVE-A and 337 galaxies in RESOLVE-B, targeting those with either no HI measurements or weak upper limits from ALFALFA.
The HI masses and upper limits were measured according to the algorithms in Kannappan et al. (2013) and Stark et al. (2016) . Confused sources were identified based on the telescope used, with a search radius of 4 for the ALFALFA smoothed resolution element, 9 for the GBT, and 3.5 for Arecibo pointed observations. Stark et al. (2016) deconfused the HI profiles when possible, building on the methods used in Kannappan et al. (2013) . For galaxies with confused detections, without HI observations, or with weak upper limits, M HI is estimated using the relationship between color, axial ratio, and gas-to-stellar mass ratio as calibrated in Eckert et al. (2015) .
Environment Metrics
One of the benefits of studying tidal features in RESOLVE is the environmental context provided by the survey. Moffett et al. (2015) identified groups of RESOLVE galaxies using the friends-of-friends (FoF) technique described in Berlind et al. (2006) , which were then updated by Eckert et al. (2016) . Eckert et al. (2016) used tangential and line-of-sight linking lengths of 0.07 and 1.1 times the mean spacing between the galaxies to optimize the group-finding procedure as recommended by Duarte & Mamon (2014) and confirmed for RESOLVE-A. For RESOLVE-B, the volume is too small and subject to cosmic variance to use linking lengths from the survey's own mean galaxy density. Instead, a density appropriate for the depth of RESOLVE-B was constructed from the larger Environmental COntext (ECO) catalog (which encompasses RESOLVE-A, see Moffett et al. 2015) by enforcing enforcing an r-band luminosity L r selection limit of < −17.0 mag to match RESOLVE-B. Eckert et al. (2016) then determined the physical linking lengths and the relationship between the group halo mass and L r , which were applied to RESOLVE-B. They assigned each group a halo mass by halo abundance matching (HAM) with the theoretical halo mass function from Warren et al. (2006) using the total group rband luminosity (for more details see Eckert et al. 2016) .
Furthermore, for each galaxy in RESOLVE, we find nearest neighbors in two ways. First, we perform a cylindrical search for nearest neighbor galaxies also in RESOLVE within a radius of 100 Mpc in the plane of the sky. Candidate neighbors are limited to |V gal -V neighbor | ≤ 500 km/s, where the local group corrected velocities are used to define galaxy redshift. Second, we also compute the distance to each galaxy's nearest neighbor using the algorithm described by Maneewongvatana & Mount (1999) as implemented in cKDTree in the scikit-learn package in Python (Pedregosa et al. 2011) . We implement this algorithm by converting RA, DEC, and redshift to physical units both with and without peculiar motions (so allowing false ∆z or zero ∆z within groups). The differences in results obtained from these methods are discussed in Section 3.5.1.
Deep Imaging Sources
This project utilizes r-band images from both Data Release 3 of the DECam Legacy Survey 2 (DECaLS; Blum et al. 2016 ) and the IAC Stripe 82 Legacy Project (Fliri & Trujillo 2016) . The DECaLS survey covers both RESOLVE subvolumes, with deep r-band image stacks of variable depths with a median 5σ point source depth of 23.6 mag. Assuming Poisson noise, this depth yields a median surface brightness limit of ∼27.9 mag arcsec −2 for a 3σ detection of a 100 arcsec 2 low surface brightness feature (Schlegel et al. 2015) , allowing us to probe moderately faint tidal features around RESOLVE galaxies. However, scattered light and other image artifacts may contribute to functionally shallower surface brightness limits. DECaLS also provides depth maps for each stacked image in units of the canonical galaxy flux inverse-variance for each pixel, where the canonical galaxy is defined as an exponential profile with effective radius 0.45" (much smaller than our features of interest). For the specific DECaLS images used in this study, the distribution of 5σ depths per pixel has a standard deviation of 0.6 mag around a median of 23.5 mag (similar to the point-source limit due to the small size of the "canonical" galaxy).
In contrast, the IAC Stripe 82 Legacy Project provides deep r-band co-adds for only RESOLVE-B, but reaches a surface brightness limit of 28.3 mag arcsec −2 for a 3σ detection of a 100 arcsec 2 feature (Fliri & Trujillo 2016) . See Figure 1 for a side-by-side comparison of the galaxy rf0358 in SDSS, DECaLS, and IAC. Though our analysis mainly focuses on results from the DECaLS images, the IAC co-adds allow for study of the dependence of our classifications on the surface brightness limits of our data.
Detection Process
Although automating the detection of faint tidal features is an appealing goal, no such current methods can surpass visual inspection for detecting faint and subtle substructures as well as avoiding false detections (see Adams et al. 2012) . While human detection is the main driver of this project, var- ious software packages were used in order to facilitate and improve the identification process. First, cutouts of 512 x 512 pixels (134 x 134 arcsec) in the r-band were extracted of each galaxy from DECaLS DR3 image stacks. Due to an imperfect overlap of the RESOLVE-A sample and the DECaLS r-band coverage, an initial 331 out of 1501 galaxies were not inspected with the DECaLS r-band images. In addition, another 122 galaxies from both semesters were later removed from the detection sample during visual inspection due to various problems such as only part of the galaxy falling in the image, bright image defects, or fringing that would prevent any confident identification of tidal features. Thus, at the beginning of the detection process the sample of galaxies decreased from 1501 to 1048. To improve detection of particularly faint features, each galaxy thumbnail was run through a modification of a previously-developed masking and smoothing code (I. Dell Antonio). For each image, SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) was used to detect sources within the image, and the resulting catalog was used to create binary masks. These masks were then applied to the original image using IRAF, nulling out these pixel locations and allowing for only faint and small-scale features to remain nonzero. The masked thumbnail was then smoothed with a Gaussian filter with a sigma of 7 pixels (2 arcsec), chosen to enhance these features without smoothing them out entirely. One such final image is shown in Figure 2 , with the faint tidal stream coming off of the smaller galaxy on the left much clearer in the smoothed image. However, while this masking and smoothing process greatly enhanced some of the features, some other substructure was possibly masked out in this process as confirmed in the test case shown in Figure 3 . As a result, both the original and the smoothed, masked images needed to be inspected for faint tidal features.
For the visual inspection, a code previously used for byeye morphological classifications of RESOLVE-A galaxies (see Moffett et al. 2015) was adapted with the APLpy Python package (Robitaille & Bressert 2012) to display images of galaxies as well as images with overlaid contours revealing larger-scale galactic structure. In addition, the masked and smoothed image of each galaxy, as well as the original, were displayed in a DS9 (Joye & Mandel 2003) window to allow for interactive adjustment of the contrast and scaling for each thumbnail. For each of the galaxies in the identification sample, a single classifier (Hood) recorded a flag after visual in-spection indicating a positive or negative detection of faint tidal features, as well as any comments on particularly interesting substructures. A similar process was used to classify tidal features around RESOLVE galaxies in the IAC images for comparison with the DECaLS results (see Section 3.1.1).
All DECaLS images of our sample were then reclassified according to the detection classes defined by Atkinson et al. (2013) , hereafter A13, in order to aid comparison between the two studies. Each galaxy was put into a category from 0−4, with 4 denoting the "certain" detection of a tidal feature, 3 denoting a "probable" (∼ 75% certain) detection, 2 denoting a "possible" (∼ 50% certain) detection, 1 denoting a "hint" (∼ 25% certain) of a detection, and 0 denoting no evidence for tidal features. In addition, each galaxy in classes 1−4 was also assigned a flag to indicate the type of tidal feature seen. We categorized our features as either "narrow" or "broad." Our "narrow" category would encompass the "streams," "arms," and "linear features" categories from A13, while "broad" includes their "shells," "fans," and "miscellaneous diffuse structure" labels. The results of our tidal feature classifications are summarized in Table 1 . We find that 17 ±2 % of the 1048 RESOLVE galaxies inspected with DECaLS have tidal features detected with high confidence (classes 3 and 4). The uncertainty given is the range of possible percentages within a two-sided 1σ confidence interval given small number binomial statistics. As seen in Figure 4 , most of the features detected in all classes are narrow; however, some broader faint features are detected as well. Though possibly visually indistinguishable, our sample presumably includes both tidal tails extending from the primary galaxy as well as tidal streams indicating a companion being stripped. We did not attempt to distinguish between different types of tidal features within our two categories, but future simulations of interactions causing these features would be useful to determine criteria for this level of sub-classification. A selection of features from each category found around RESOLVE galaxies is shown in the Appendix. For simplicity, we will refer to galaxies with confident detec- tions of tidal features as "TF" galaxies, while the rest (classes 0−2) will be "NTF" galaxies. However, we will also discuss the effect on our results of treating class 2 galaxies as "TF" rather than "NTF" galaxies.
Although streams and other substructures are predicted to be common in the current cosmological framework, they are not easy to detect. Depending on many factors, such as the relative masses of the interacting galaxies or the geometry of the interaction, a majority of substructure resulting from accretions can be expected to have surface brightnesses of 30 mag arcsec −2 or fainter (Bullock & Johnston 2005 ). This range is much lower than the limits of most imaging surveys, which in turn limits our ability to explore the statistical properties of these features. With the surface brightness limits of our DECaLS images being ∼27.9 mag arcsec −2 , we are able to probe the brightest of these features, but ultimately only put a lower limit on their frequency. In addition, the lifetime of a tidal feature resulting from a merger depends heavily on its surface brightness limit. Ji et al. (2014) find that the major-merger feature lifetime goes up by a factor of two for a surface brightness limit of 28 mag arcsec −2 when compared to a shallower limit of 25 mag arcsec −2 . Unfortunately, their models also provide evidence that tidal features from relatively minor mergers (mass ratios less than about 1/6) may be difficult to detect even in surveys that reach below 28 mag arcsec −2 .
Comparison to Classifications with IAC Stripe 82 Co-adds
For the 446 RESOLVE-B galaxies inspected with both DECaLS and IAC images, we find 20 ±2 % and 24 ±2 % have tidal features, respectively. The difference in frequency comes from 18 galaxies whose tidal features are detectable in the IAC co-adds but not the DECaLS images, most likely due to the ∼ 0.4 mag arcsec −2 difference in surface brightness depth between the two image sources. We compared the stellarmass, color, and gas-to-stellar mass ratio distributions of the two sets of galaxies with tidal features, finding no statistically significant differences between the two samples according to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test (p KS ∼ 0.99 for each comparison). Thus, the results presented in the following sections would likely not change significantly if we were using classifications from the deeper Stripe 82 co-adds.
Noise Degradation Experiment
In order to further test the dependence of our classifications on the surface brightness limit of our data, we have artificially degraded the IAC images to the same surface brightness limit as our DECaLS cutouts. When we re-classify these noisy IAC images, we find that ∼ 18 ±2 % of the inspected galaxies host tidal features. We find that 21 of the TF galaxies in the DECaLS images are not similarly classified in the degraded IAC images; conversely, 9 of the TF galaxies in the degraded images are not flagged with the DECaLS images. The exact source of these discrepancies is unclear; some of these galaxies have barely discernible tidal features whose classification may be unreliable. We quantify the differences in these classifications with Cohen's kappa statistic, which is traditionally used to measure inter-classifier agreement while taking into account the probability of classifiers agreeing by chance. Cohen's kappa is calculated according to the following formula, where p o is the relative observed agreement between classifiers and p e is the hypothetical probability of chance agreement.
Our DECaLS and noisy IAC classifications have a Cohen's kappa value of 0.79 on a scale from −1 to 1, where 1 indicates perfect agreement. According to the hierarchy established by Landis & Koch (1977) , our value corresponds to a "substantial" strength of agreement. As in 3.1.1, we do not find any statistically significant differences between the distributions of various parameters (stellar mass, color, etc.) for the TF galaxies from the two imaging sources. Therefore, any marginally detectable tidal features or false detections should have a minimal effect on the results below.
Galaxy Properties and Tidal Features
We have examined a multitude of galaxy properties in the RESOLVE catalog to compare their distributions for TF and NTF galaxies. A table containing our classifications and other information required to reproduce the analysis below (in combination with RESOLVE Data Releases 1 and 2; see online database
3 ) is available in machine readable format in 3 http://resolve.astro.unc.edu/pages/database.php
Log Atomic-Gas-to-Stellar Mass Ratio TF NTF Figure 5 . Distributions of gas-to-stellar mass ratios (G/S) for galaxies identified with tidal features in magenta as well as without tidal features in black. The contributions of "constrained" gas-to-stellar mass ratios (strong upper limits or ratios calculated with the photometric gas fractions technique) to each kernel density estimation are shown by the cross-hatched distributions. In Section 3.4, we separate our galaxies into gas-poor and gas-rich populations. We make this divide at G/S = 0.1 in order to include all strong upper limits in the gas-poor population, as marked by the dashed line. The G/S values above this line (those calculated with the photometric gas fractions technique) are not used in Figures 7 and 8 as explained in Section 3.4.1. The probability densities shown are kernel density estimations in logarithmic space created with a Gaussian kernel and a cross-validated optimal bandwidth of h=0.16 dex, and thus have units of 1/ the x-axis unit.
the online version of this paper. A summary of information included in the catalog is given in Table 1 . The distributions of gas-to-stellar mass ratios (G/S) for TF and NTF galaxies show the most statistically significant difference between the two samples ( Figure 5 ). A K-S test comparing the G/S distributions in Figure 5 yields p KS ∼ 10 −9 , meaning the gas fraction distributions of TF and NTF galaxies have a negligible probability of coming from the same parent distribution at ∼ 6.0σ significance. We can see from the figure that TF galaxies in our sample tend to have higher gas fractions. We see the same result if including "possible" detections of tidal features (those in class 2) in the TF sample, at a higher significance of ∼ 7.0σ. Lotz et al. (2010) found in simulations that galaxy mergers with high gas fractions exhibit disturbed morphologies for longer periods of time than their gas poor counterparts. Assuming the high surface brightness asymmetries studies by Lotz et al. are accompanied by low surface brightness features, it is not necessarily surprising that we tend to find more tidal features in gas-rich galaxies (but see Section 4.2). Since our strong upper limits cluster near M gas < 0.05 − 0.1M * as a matter of observational strategy, both galaxies with and without tidal features exhibit a false bimodality in gas fraction, with the upper limits causing a second peak slightly below the M gas ∼ 0.1M * , or log(G/S) = −1, threshold. Other galaxy properties that produced slightly weaker results were u-r color, SSFR, and the morphology metric µ ∆ introduced in Kannappan et al. (2013) to distinguish quasibulgeless (µ ∆ < 8.6), bulged disk (8.6 < µ ∆ < 9.5), and spheroid-dominated (µ ∆ > 9.5) galaxies. This list is somewhat unsurprising due to the tight correlation of colors and star formation histories with G/S ratios, and to a lesser degree with galaxy structure (Kannappan 2004; Franx et al. 2008; Kannappan et al. 2013; Lilly & Carollo 2016; Saintonge et al. 2016) . Additional parameters (nearest-neighbor distance, stellar mass, group halo mass, axial ratio b/a, g-r color gradient, group virial radius, axial ratio of the inner disk region of the galaxy, HI asymmetry, group redshift, number of group members, and central status) inspected for correlations with tidal features did not yield statistically significant results, although we will see that some of these prove important when investigated by other means than direct global correlation.
Random Forest Analysis
Because of the possibility that gas-rich and gas-poor galaxies with tidal features might reflect different origins, we decided to look for parameters that might be important despite not showing a direct correspondence with tidal features, for example due to differing trends from distinct formation mechanisms in the gas-rich and gas-poor subpopulations. We applied an automated method to determine which parameters are most important for predicting tidal features. The Random Forest algorithm (Breiman 2001) , implemented in this work with the public Python library scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al. 2011) , generates classifications based on a random ensemble of decision trees based on all provided input parameters. From this process, the algorithm also determines the score of the importance of each input feature in the resulting classifications. We trained the algorithm using our by-eye identification of tidal features discussed in Section 2.3. We judged the performance of our classifier with the F1 metric, which is the harmonic mean of precision (the number of correct positive results divided by the number of all positive results) and recall (the number of correct positive results divided by the number of positive results that should have been returned). An F1 score reaches its best value at 1 and worst at 0. The best hyperparameters for our classifier, such as the number of generated decision trees, were optimized to maximize this F1 metric with ten-fold cross validation (Geisser 1975) . Feature Importance Figure 6 . Relative importance of each feature input into our random forest classifier in predicting whether a galaxy has a tidal feature. The top 5 most important parameters are: G/S ratio, SSFR, µ∆, nearest-neighbor distance, and stellar mass. The others correspond to, in decreasing order, group halo mass, axial ratio b/a, (g−r) color gradient, group virial radius, axial ratio of the inner disk region of the galaxy, HI asymmetry, group redshift, number of group members, and central status (1 or 0).
The relative contribution of each parameter to our Random Forest classification is shown in Figure 6 . Our bestperforming Random Classifier only achieved an F1 score of 0.5; however, from the feature selection results of Figure 6 , we were able to identify additional parameters to be further investigated. The top five most important parameters in de-scending order are as follows: the atomic gas-to-stellar mass ratio, the SSFR, the morphology metric µ ∆ , the distance to the galaxy's nearest neighbor in RESOLVE, and the stellar mass of the galaxy. Below we analyze these parameters in relation to our TF and NTF samples. Although group environment metrics (i.e. halo mass and number of group members) are deemed relatively unimportant by the Random Forest results, we analyze them as well to put our results in interpretive context.
Galaxy Properties and Tidal Features for Gas-Poor and Gas-Rich Galaxies Separately
The strong correlation of increased G/S with tidal features indicates that separating our samples into gas-poor and gasrich galaxies may yield differing results in relation to the parameters identified in Section 3.3. We make this divide at G/S= 0.1 in order to include all strong upper limits in the gas-poor population, as marked by the dashed line in Figure  5 . In our resulting gas-rich sample, 142 out of 747 galaxies (∼19 ±2 %) have tidal features, ∼79% of which are classified as "narrow." In contrast, 38 out of 292 gas-poor galaxies (∼13 ±3 %) have tidal features, ∼74% of which are classified as "narrow." Below we analyze the roles of galaxy properties in relation to our gas-rich and gas-poor TF and NTF samples.
Star Formation
To investigate the possible distinct origins of tidal features around gas-rich and gas-poor galaxies, we consider the distributions of the specific star formation rates (SSFRs). A comparison of the SSFR vs. G/S distributions for galaxies with and without tidal features is shown in Figure 7 . We separate the gas-rich galaxies with HI masses (blue) from the gas-poor galaxies (red). As the SSFR is closely related to the galaxy's color, which is used to calibrate the photometric gas fractions technique we use for confused galaxies and galaxies with weak upper limits, we do not include these galaxies in this plot (i.e. we only plot the gas-rich galaxies with 21cm detections). We have applied the Fasano & Franceschini (1987) variation of the Peacock test (Peacock 1983) , an extension of the K-S test to two dimensions, to determine the statistical significance of the difference between the distributions of the TF and NTF galaxies for the gas-rich sample. Within this sample, galaxies with tidal features appear to be have both larger G/S (as seen in Section 3.3) as well as higher SSFR at ∼ 5.5σ significance. This trend remains the same when including "possible" detections of tidal features (those in class 2) in the TF sample, with a slightly higher significance of ∼ 6.1σ.
However, we want to test whether this difference is driven mostly by the correlation between G/S and SSFR, or if there is an additional tendency of gas-rich TF galaxies to have higher SSFRs independent of G/S. We fit a linear relationship to the total SSFR v. G/S sample (shown in red) for gasrich galaxies with 21cm detections in the region in which the vertical scatter from the line appeared symmetrical (marked by the dashed lines). The SSFR residuals from this line are shown in Figure 8 ; we do not find a statistically significant difference between the distributions of residuals for TF and NTF galaxies, which also holds if class 2 confidence TF detections are counted as TF rather than NTF galaxies. Thus, we conclude the tendency of gas-rich TF galaxies to have higher SSFRs seen in Figure 7 is indeed driven primarily by G/S.
We have similarly compared the SSFR distributions for TF and NTF galaxies in the gas-poor sample as shown in Figure 9 . We do not find a statistically significant difference between the two distributions, which also holds if class 2 confidence TF detections are counted as TF rather than NTF galaxies.
Morphology
To examine the relationship of morphology to our TF and NTF samples, we use the structure metric µ ∆ introduced in Kannappan et al. (2013) to distinguish quasi-bulgeless (µ ∆ < 8.6), bulged disk (8.6 < µ ∆ < 9.5), and spheroid-dominated (µ ∆ > 9.5) galaxies. Kannappan et al. define µ ∆ as
combing an overall surface mass density
with a surface mass density contrast ∆µ = log 0.5M * πr 2 50,r − log 0.4M * πr 2 90,r − πr 2 50,r
where all radii are converted to physical kpc units. A comparison of the µ ∆ versus G/S distributions for TF and NTF galaxies is shown in Figure 10 . Similarly to Section 3.4.1, we separate the gas-rich galaxies (blue) from the gas-poor galaxies (red), although here we include confused galaxies and galaxies with weak upper limits for which G/S has been calculated with the photometric gas fractions technique. We calculate the significance of the difference between the distributions for gas-rich TF and NTF galaxies to be ∼ 5.8σ, with TF galaxies tending to be more disky than their NTF counterparts. We see a similar trend when including "possible" detections of tidal features (those in class 2) in the TF sample, but with a slightly higher significance of ∼ 6.2σ. The distributions of µ ∆ residuals from the linear fit to the µ ∆ v. G/S data (shown in red in Figure 10 ) are plotted in Figure 11 . As for SSFR, we do not find a statistically significant difference between the distributions of µ ∆ residuals for gas-rich TF and NTF galaxies, regardless of whether Figure 7 . Distributions of specific star formation rate versus gas-to-stellar mass ratio for TF (black contours) and NTF (blue/red contours) galaxies. The gas-rich galaxies with 21cm detections (the sample of gas-rich galaxies not including those with G/S measurements from the photometric gas fractions technique) are shown in blue, while the gas-poor galaxies are shown in red. For each subsample, the lowest contour contains at least 95% of the data. The line of best fit for the log(SSFR) v. log(G/S) for the gas-rich galaxies is shown in purple. The dashed lines mark the region over which the best fit line is calculated, corresponding to regions where the vertical scatter the line appears symmetrical. Gas-rich TF galaxies are more concentrated to higher G/S and higher SSFR, with the difference from the NTF distribution at a pPFF ∼ 10
significance. Probability Density
Gas-Rich TF NTF Figure 8 . Distributions of the residuals from the best fit line shown in Figure 7 for gas-rich galaxies with 21cm detections with (orange) and without (blue) tidal features. There is not a statistically significant difference between the two distributions as determined by the K-S test, implying the difference between the distributions found in Figure 7 is driven by the difference in G/S. The probability densities shown are kernel density estimations in logarithmic space created with a Gaussian kernel and a cross-validated optimal bandwidth of 0.23 dex, and thus have units of 1/ the x-axis unit.
we include class 2 confidence detections in the TF sample. Thus, we conclude the tendency of gas-rich TF galaxies to have diskier morphologies seen in Figure 10 is driven primarily by G/S. We also compared the µ ∆ distributions for gas-poor TF and NTF galaxies as shown in Figure 12 . The TF galaxies in Probability Density
Gas-Poor TF NTF Figure 9 . Distributions of the specific star formation rates of gaspoor galaxies. TF galaxies are shown in pink while NTF galaxies are shown in green. There is not a statistically significant difference between the two distributions as determined by the K-S test. The probability densities shown are kernel density estimations in logarithmic space created with a Gaussian kernel and a cross-validated optimal bandwidth of 0.25 dex, and thus have units of 1/ the x-axis unit.
this sample do seem to be slightly concentrated at higher µ ∆ (more bulged morphologies) than their NTF counterparts, but the significance of the difference is only ∼ 2.0σ. We see similar trends if we include class 2 confidence TF detections as TF galaxies rather than NTF galaxies with a higher significance of ∼ 2.7σ. Figure 10. Distributions of µ∆ versus gas-to-stellar mass ratio for TF (black contours) and NTF (blue/red contours) galaxies. The gas-rich galaxies (including those estimated using the photometric gas fractions technique; see Section 2.1.3) are shown in blue, while the gas-poor galaxies are shown in red. For each subsample, the lowest contour contains at least 95% of the data. The linear fit of µ∆ v. log(G/S) for gas-poor galaxies is shown in purple. The dashed lines mark the region over which the best fit line is calculated, corresponding to regions where the vertical scatter from the line appears symmetrical. Gas-rich TF galaxies are more concentrated to higher G/S and lower µ∆, appearing more disky, with the difference from the distribution for NTF galaxies at a pPFF ∼ 10 −9 significance. Probability Density
Stellar Mass
Gas-Rich TF NTF Figure 11 . Distributions of the residuals from the best fit line shown in Figure 10 for gas-rich galaxies with (orange) and without (blue) tidal features. There is not a statistically significant difference between the two distributions as determined by the K-S test, implying the difference between the distributions found in Figure 10 is driven by the difference in G/S. The probability densities shown are kernel density estimations created with a Gaussian kernel and a crossvalidated optimal bandwidth of 0.21 dex, and thus have units of 1/ the x-axis unit.
The stellar mass distributions for our gas-rich and gas-poor galaxies are shown in Figures 13 and 14 , respectively. We do not find a statistically significant difference between the stellar mass distributions of gas-rich TF and NTF galaxies, regardless of whether we include "possible" detections (class 2) in the TF sample. In contrast, gas-poor galaxies show a much more prominent relationship between tidal features and Probability Density
Gas-Poor TF NTF Figure 12 . Distributions of the µ∆ values of gas-poor galaxies. TF galaxies are shown in pink while NTF galaxies are shown in green.
There is a weak, 2σ significant difference between the two distributions as determined by the K-S test. The probability densities shown are kernel density estimations created with a Gaussian kernel and a cross-validated optimal bandwidth of 0.21 dex, and thus have units of 1/ the x-axis unit. stellar mass. Gas-poor galaxies with tidal features are more massive than their NTF counterparts at ∼ 5.2σ significance. The same trend is seen (at a slightly lower significance of ∼ 4.9σ) when counting class 2 confidence TF detections as TF rather than NTF galaxies.
3.5. Environment and Tidal Features for Gas-Poor and Gas-Rich Galaxies Separately Probability Density
Gas-Rich TF NTF Figure 13 . Distributions of stellar mass for gas-rich TF (orange) and NTF (blue) galaxies. The K-S test does not find a statistically significant difference between the two distributions. The probability densities shown are kernel density estimations in logarithmic space created with a Gaussian kernel and a cross-validated optimal bandwidth of 0.25 dex, and thus have units of 1/ the x-axis unit. Probability Density
Gas-Poor TF NTF Figure 14 . Distributions of stellar mass for gas-poor TF (pink) and NTF (teal) galaxies. The gas-poor galaxies with tidal features are more massive than their counterparts without tidal features at ∼ 5.2σ significance. The probability densities shown are kernel density estimations in logarithmic space created with a Gaussian kernel and a cross-validated optimal bandwidth of 0.25 dex, and thus have units of 1/ the x-axis unit.
To analyze the environments of our galaxies, we consider both nearest neighbor distance and group mass and richness to assess environmental influences on local and halo scales.
As a statistical detail, in this section the Mann-Whitney-U (MWU) test has been applied to each pair of distributions in addition to the K-S test. Both the MWU and K-S tests return p-values that test the null hypothesis that the two samples have the same distribution. One difference is that the MWU test is mainly sensitive to discrepancies between the two medians while the K-S test is more sensitive to general differences between the two distributions (shape, spread, median, etc.). Another difference is that the K-S test is not suited for samples with repeated values. Since we expect pairs of duplicate nearest-neighbor distances, as well as multiple groups of galaxies with the same group parameters, the MWU test may provide a more accurate p-value.
Nearest Neighbor Distance
For each galaxy in RESOLVE, we have calculated the projected distance to its nearest neighbor using the kd-tree algorithm described in section 2.1.4 and suppressing peculiar velocities within groups (i.e. assuming a single group cz for galaxies in the same group). We compare the distributions of projected distances for TF and NTF galaxies within our gas-rich and gas-poor subsamples in Figures 15a and 16a , respectively. In panels b and c, we further divide each subsample based on whether the nearest neighbor is a member of the same group (it may not be if the galaxy is isolated, i.e. in an N=1 group).
For gas-rich galaxies with neighbors in the same group, those with/without tidal features have median separation of 0.06/0.1 Mpc; the difference between the two gas-rich distributions is significant at ∼ 2.9σ. For gas-poor galaxies with neighbors in the same group, those with/without tidal features have median separation of 0.03/0.09 Mpc; the difference between the two gas-poor distributions is significant at ∼ 4.5σ (a notably stronger result than for gas-rich galaxies). However, regardless of gas content, galaxies with nearest neighbors outside of their own group do not show a correlation between the presence of tidal features and nearest neighbor distance. We obtain results similar to these kd-tree results if we instead calculate nearest neighbor distances as projected distances to the nearest neighbor in a cylindrical volume within cz = 500 km/s of the main object.
Thus, regardless of gas content, we find that galaxies with neighbors in the same group are closer to their nearest neighbors if they have tidal features than if they do not, with a stronger result observed for gas-poor galaxies than gas-rich ones. This result persists if we include "possible" detections of tidal features (those in class 2) in the TF sample, though at slightly higher significances of ∼ 3.2σ and ∼ 4.7σ for gas-rich and gas-poor galaxies, respectively. We infer that a substantial fraction of detected tidal features are the result of ongoing interactions, or early-stage mergers, especially in gas-poor galaxies.
Group Mass and Richness
Although group halo mass and number of group members appeared to be relatively insignificant indicators of tidal features according to the Random Forest results in section 3.3, the relationship between tidal features and nearest-neighbor distance shown in Figure 16 implies an environmental dependence, especially for our gas-poor sample. Group halo mass distributions for our gas-rich and gas-poor subsamples are shown in Figures 17 and 18 , respectively, with each subdivided into TF and NTF galaxies . Though we do not find a statistically significant difference between the halo masses of Figure 15 . Distributions of nearest neighbor distances for gas-rich TF (orange) and NTF (blue) galaxies. Panel (a) shows the two distributions, whose difference is not statistically-significant. These populations are further divided into galaxies whose nearest neighbors are within the same groups (b) and galaxies with neighbors outside of their groups (c). The gas-rich TF galaxies with neighbors within their group are closer to their nearest neighbors than their NTF counterparts at ∼ 2.9σ confidence. Gas-rich TF and NTF galaxies with nearest neighbors outside of their group do not show any difference in nearest neighbor distance. The probability densities shown in panels (a), (b), and (c) are kernel density estimations created with Gaussian kernels and cross-validated optimal bandwidths of 0.20, 0.04, and 0.80 Mpc, respectively, and thus each have units of 1/ the x-axis unit. Figure 16 . Distributions of nearest neighbor distances for gas-poor TF (pink) and NTF (green) galaxies. Panel (a) shows the two distributions; TF gas-poor galaxies appear to be closer to their nearest neighbor at ∼ 3.3σ confidence. These populations are further divided into galaxies whose nearest neighbors are within the same groups (b) and galaxies with neighbors outside of their groups (c). The gas-poor TF galaxies with neighbors within their group are closer to their nearest neighbors than the gas-poor NTF galaxies at ∼ 4.5σ confidence. Gas-poor galaxies with nearest neighbors outside of their group do not show a similarly significant result. The probability densities shown in panels (a), (b), and (c) are kernel density estimations created with Gaussian kernels and cross-validated optimal bandwidths of 0.35, 0.03, and 0.70 Mpc, respectively, and thus each have units of 1/ the x-axis unit.
gas-rich TF and NTF galaxies, the halo masses of gas-poor TF galaxies are more massive than those of their NTF counterparts at ∼ 4.1σ significance. The same trend is seen (at a slightly lower significance of ∼ 3.7σ) when including less confident detections of tidal features (those in class 2) in the TF sample. Moreover, we find a difference in the relation of group number versus group halo mass for gas-poor TF and NTF galaxies (Figure 19) . A PFF test (Section 3.4.1) shows ∼ 3.6σ significance for the differences between the two distributions. We see the same trend (at a lower significance of ∼ 3.3σ) when including less confident detections of tidal features (those in class 2) in the gas-poor TF sample. This result may be consistent with gas-poor TF galaxies residing in groups with fewer members at fixed group halo mass than gas-poor NTF galaxies, which could point to an enhanced fraction of merger remnants among gas-poor galaxies with tidal features. 4 Merger remnants would remain in the same halo but have fewer companions than before the merger. These completed mergers would complement the Probability Density
Gas-Rich TF NTF Figure 17 . Distributions of the group halo masses of gas-rich TF (orange) and NTF (blue) galaxies. We do not find a statisticallysignificant difference between the two distributions. The probability densities shown are kernel density estimations in logarithmic space created with a Gaussian kernel and a cross-validated optimal bandwidth of 0.21 dex, and thus have units of 1/ the x-axis unit. Probability Density
Gas-Poor TF NTF Figure 18 . Distributions of the group halo masses of gas-poor TF (pink) and NTF (green) tidal features. The gas-poor TF galaxies tend to reside in larger group halos with a ∼ 4.1σ significance. The probability densities shown are kernel density estimations in logarithmic space created with a Gaussian kernel and a cross-validated optimal bandwidth of 0.21 dex, and thus have units of 1/ the x-axis unit.
galaxy interactions and ongoing mergers evidenced by the closer nearest-neighbor distances for TF galaxies in Figure 16 . Overall, gas-poor galaxies with tidal features do appear to live in different environments than those without. A similar analysis of gas-rich galaxies does not yield any significant differences for TF and NTF environments. We lack any compelling evidence for a difference in group halo masses or number of members between gas-rich galaxies that do and do not have tidal features.
4. DISCUSSION
Comparison to Literature
As previously mentioned, past surveys of faint substructure do not agree on the frequency of these features; see Table 1 11.0 11.5 12.0 12.5 13.0 13.5 14.0
Log (Group Halo Mass M ) Number of Galaxies in Group p P F F = 0.00035 TF Figure 19 . Distributions of the number of group members versus group halo mass for our gas-poor NTF (red) and TF (black) galaxies. Gas-poor TF galaxies show a different distribution of the number of group members versus group halo mass than seen for gaspoor NTF galaxies at ∼ 3.6σ significance.
in A13 for an overview of results from published surveys. It is difficult to compare these surveys with each other and with the present work due to differences in surface brightness limits and sample selection. For example, Martínez-Delgado et al. (2010) find many tidal features around a small sample (∼ 8) of nearby galaxies but their sample was not intended to be statistical and deliberately included galaxies already known to have tidal features. Both Tal et al. (2009) and van Dokkum (2005) find frequencies of tidal features factors of 2−3 times higher than we find in this paper, but they consider only early-type galaxies. If we limit our sample to galaxies with µ ∆ > 9.5 (bulged galaxies, as defined in Section 3.4.2), we find that 18.0 +7 −6 % have tidal features, which is still much lower than the rates reported in these studies. van Dokkum (2005) uses images with limiting surface brightnesses of 29.5 mag arcsec −2 in the µ band and may therefore be able to see many faint features that are not recoverable in the DECaLS images. Furthermore, the luminosity cut on their sample disfavors low mass early type galaxies, which may be less likely to host tidal features as suggested by Figure 14 . Similarly, although Tal et al. (2009) use slightly shallower images than in the present work (V vega < 27 mag arcsec −2 ), like van Dokkum et al. they consider only luminous ellipticals so their focus is on relatively massive systems, which we have found to be more likely to host tidal features (Figure 14. ) Duc et al. (2015) look for tidal features around early-type galaxies with K-band magnitudes brighter than −21.5 (i.e. stellar masses above ∼ 10 9.8 M ) in 35% of the ATLAS 3D volume limited sample. They find that 66% of their sample galaxies have streams, tails, or shells. Their high tidal feature fraction could additionally be due to differences in im-age depth, as their images reach a limiting surface brightness of 28.5 mag arcsec −2 in the g band, as well as a bias towards higher mass galaxies from the magnitude cut. Additionally, Duc et al. (2015) inspect residual images obtained by subtracting model galaxies as well as the original thumbnail images, which may reveal more substructure than the method presented here.
In contrast with the previous three studies, Miskolczi et al. (2011) examine face-on disk galaxies (> 2' in diameter) and find strong evidence for stream-like features around ∼6% of their sample and less distinct features around a total of ∼19% of their sample. They detect individual features down to 28 mag arcsec −2 , slightly deeper than the limit of our own images. Their rate of tidal features is similar to our own, but the authors do not include broader features such as shells in their detections. If we restrict our sample to disk galaxies (µ ∆ < 9.5) and only include "narrow" features, we find that 13 ±2 % show tidal features. Their slightly higher detection rate could be due to a difference in detection strength; in fact, if we include galaxies with a confidence level of 2, our fraction of disk galaxies with narrow tidal features rises to 17 +3 −2 %, in agreement with the fraction from Miskolczi et al. (2011) .
We can also compare our results with theoretical predictions for spiral galaxies from Byrd & Howard (1992) . They find that a galaxy in their studied sample has a 80 − 90% chance of having tidal arms from close passages of small companions, taking into account companion decay time and arm lifetime. However, Byrd and Howard do not take feature visibility into account, so even though we only find 13 ±2 % of the disk galaxies in our sample have "narrow" tidal features, this rate can be taken as a lower limit still possibly consistent with the much higher occurrence rate calculated in Byrd & Howard (1992) . See Section 4.2 for a more thorough discussion on the effect of feature observability on our results. Atkinson et al. (2013) (A13) possibly provides the best comparison to the present work. As previously mentioned, our confidence classes are based on the same scheme used in A13. As shown in Table 1 , we find many more features in the "probable" confidence class (3) than in the "certain" class (4), in contrast to Atkinson et al. who label many more features as class 4 than 3; see Figure 8 of A13. They were able to detect tidal features around 12% of their 1781 galaxy sample with the strictest confidence (4); the fraction increased to 17.6 ±1 % when including probable but slightly less convincing features (including class 3). Atkinson et al. measure a mean limiting surface brightness of 27.7 mag arcsec 2 for their g'-band images, but possibly reach a depth similar to that of our DECaLS images with their stacked g', r', and i' images. Their more inclusive 17.6% rate agrees with our own fraction; however, our results differ when looking at subsamples of galaxies. We find that gas-rich galaxies are more likely to be tidally disturbed (Section 3.4), while they 
Probability Density
Atkinson RESOLVE with M r < -19.3 mag Figure 20 . Distributions of the r-band absolute magnitudes of galaxies studied by Atkinson et al. (2013) (blue cross-hatch) and in the RESOLVE survey (green), with the latter sample limited to Mr < −19.3 mag. Since the A13 sample is magnitude-limited, they are heavily biased towards bright systems in comparison to the sample studied in this work.
find that red galaxies, presumably gas-poor, are two times more likely to host tidal features than their blue counterparts (22.4 ±1.5 % vs. 11.6 ±1.7 %). To investigate the source of this discrepancy, we first tested for any systematic differences in classifications. We inspected 120 galaxies from the sample studied in A13 in stacked g', r', and i' images from the CHFTLS-Wide fields (30 galaxies from each field). Our classifications agreed in confidence exactly with those of Atkinson and his colleagues for 91 galaxies, with most of the disagreements about the remaining 29 galaxies occurring between "probable" and "certain" features (classes 3 and 4). Converting into a binary TF and NTF classification as used in this paper (where TF includes galaxies with features in the 3 and 4 confidence classes), we compared our classifications with those in A13 and found a Cohen's kappa score of 0.899, indicating a "substantial strength of agreement" (Landis & Koch 1977) .
In addition, we inspected 107 galaxies from the A13 sample in the r-band DECaLS DR3 coadds used to inspect RE-SOLVE galaxies in this work. Our classifications agreed in confidence for 85 of these galaxies. Again converting these confidences into TF/NTF flags, we find a Cohen's kappa score of 0.811 when comparing the two classifications. In particular, we flag 3 galaxies as TF that were not detected with much confidence by Atkinson and colleagues, all of which were blue. We may be slightly more likely to detect tidal features around blue galaxies than Atkinson, although the effect is slight.
As with the other surveys discussed, differences in sample selection must be taken into account. Atkinson and colleagues study 1781 galaxies in set apparent magnitude (15.5 mag < r < 17 mag) and redshift (0.04 < z < 0.2) ranges; their sample thus prioritizes bright red systems like the other magnitude-limited samples discussed previously. In contrast, RESOLVE is a volume-limited survey and reaches rband completeness limits of M r < −17 for RESOLVE-B and M r < −17.33 for RESOLVE-A; as a result, this work is naturally weighted toward smaller and more gas-rich galaxies. If we limit our sample in absolute magnitude near the faintgalaxy limit of A13, i.e. apply M r < −19.3 mag, our sample decreases to only 370 galaxies. However, due to RESOLVE's volume-limited nature, this subsample still represents a generally fainter luminosity distribution than the luminositybiased A13 sample, as shown in Figure 20 . For this subset of brighter RESOLVE galaxies, we find that 22 +5 −4 % of these images show tidal features, which agrees with the Atkinson rate within uncertainties. Splitting this sample by gas content yields measured TF fractions of 20 +7 −6 % and 23 +6 −6 % for gas-poor and gas-rich galaxies, respectively. We converted the SDSS magnitudes of these galaxies into MegaCam filters using the equations from Gwyn (2008) and then applied the same color cut given in Eqn. 1 of A13. 98% of our gas-poor galaxies were labeled "red" as expected, but only 61% of our gas-rich galaxies were labeled "blue" under Atkinson's system. Using these color labels, we find that 23 +6 −5 % and 19 +8 −6 % of our red and blue galaxies, respectively, have tidal features when looking at RESOLVE galaxies with M r < −19.3 mag. Thus, although our fraction of blue galaxies with tidal features is slightly higher, our results still agree with those in A13 within our uncertainties.
Effect of Observability
Although we discussed the effects of surface brightness limitations in Section 3.1, other detection biases affect our ability to identify tidal features. Principally, the time-scale over which a feature is detectable depends on the internal properties of the progenitor (Darg et al. 2010) . Simulations of equal-mass gas-rich mergers show time-scales depend strongly on geometric parameters like the pericentric distance and relative orientation of the galaxies (Lotz et al. 2008) . In addition, gas fraction correlates strongly with tidal feature longevity; Lotz et al. (2010) found that asymmetry was detectable for ≤ 300 Myr for f gas ∼ 20% or log(G/S)= −0.6 and to ≥ 1 Gyr for f gas ∼ 50% or log(G/S)= 0.0. Thus, gas-poor galaxies we classified as lacking tidal features may have had recent mergers or interactions >300 Myr ago but appear relaxed. Conversely, the higher rate of tidal features in our gas-rich sample could be just due to this observational effect.
To test whether our results that gas-rich TF galaxies have higher G/S ratios, increased SSFR, and more disky morphologies are mainly just a result of this relationship between G/S and TF observability, we have created mock TF and NTF samples from our inspected RESOLVE galaxies based on an estimate of the merger rate and visibility timescales as a function of gas fraction. We assume the minor merger rate at z=0 for mass ratios of 1:30 and higher is 0.2 mergers per halo per Gyr (Fakhouri & Ma 2008) . In addition, we use estimates of merger visibility timescales as a function of gas fraction from Lotz et al. (2010) . Each stellar mass bin, ranging from log(M * )= 8.5 − 11.5 in steps of 0.5 dex, is assigned a merger visibility timescale using the median gas fraction of our gas-rich galaxies in that bin. We limit our sample of galaxies in the same ways as in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 for comparison. Thus, in Figure 21 , only gas-rich galaxies with 21cm detections are used, while the whole gas-rich sample is shown in Figure 23 . Using this timescale, we calculate the expected number of visible mergers in each stellar mass bin, then randomly assign RESOLVE galaxies in that bin to our TF sample accordingly. We repeat this process 5000 times, comparing the SSFR vs. G/S and µ ∆ vs. G/S distributions for each iteration and recording the p-value that the TF and NTF distributions come from the same parent distribution as in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2. Histograms of these p PFF -values for SSFR v. G/S and µ ∆ v. G/S are shown in Figures 22 and  24 , respectively. The median 2D KDEs of these distributions are shown in Figures 21 and 23 , respectively. From these figures, one can see that the dependence of visibility on gas fraction probed by these mock samples can contribute to the trends we see for the real TF and NTF samples in Figures 7  and 10 . However, the median p PFF when comparing TF and NTF galaxies for these mock SSFR v. G/S and µ ∆ v. G/S distributions is ∼ 10 −4 for each parameter, much larger than the p p f f ∼ 10 −8 and ∼ 10 −9 seen for our TF and NTF classifications. Thus, we conclude that there is higher G/S, along with higher SSFR and diskier morphologies, for our gas-rich TF galaxies when compared to the NTF sample, independent of the visibility bias towards more tidal features with higher gas fractions.
Interpretation
Due to the difference in observability discussed above, studying gas-rich and gas-poor galaxies separately helps restrict our analyses to galaxies with similar feature time-scales which could correspond to different formation scenarios. In Section 3, we studied the relationship between the presence of tidal features and other progenitor properties such as morphology, specific star formation rate, stellar mass, and environment. Here, we will argue that different types of tidal features may dominate in the two populations. The tidal features around our gas-poor galaxies are possibly connected to the cannibalism of small satellites as well as mergers at various stages. In contrast, while our gas-rich TF galaxies may also be in various stages of merging, we will argue that ac- Density of NTF Galaxies Figure 21 . Median SSFR v. G/S distribution for 5000 mock TF and TF samples based on merger rates and visibility timescales as a function of gas fraction. Though we see a slight increase in concentration towards higher G/S and higher SSFR, similar to our true TF and NTF samples, the median significance of the difference between these distributions is much smaller than that seen in Figure 7 . Number of Occurences Figure 22 . Distribution of the pPFF comparing TF and NTF SSFR v. G/S distributions for 5000 mock TF and NTF samples based on merger rates and visibility timescales as a function of gas fraction. The median pPFF value is ∼ 10 −4 , marked by a vertical dashed line.
cretion of gas or a gas-rich satellite could also explain the features seen in this population.
To recap, only our gas-rich galaxies showed strong differences between TF and NTF galaxies when looking at the morphology metric µ ∆ as well as SSFR (Figures 7 and 10 ) and these trends are derivative of the even stronger difference in G/S (Figure 5 ), such that TF galaxies have higher G/S, diskier morphology, and higher SSFR. In contrast, only our gas-poor galaxies show significantly different stellar masses and group halo masses between the TF and NTF galaxies (Figures 14 and 18) , with TF galaxies having higher masses and a possible tendency to reside in groups with fewer members at a fixed halo mass (Figure 19 ). Both gas-rich and gaspoor TF galaxies with nearest neighbors in the same group were closer to their neighbors than their NTF counterparts (Figures 15 and 16 ), although this result was stronger for gaspoor galaxies.
Interpretation of Tidal Features around Gas-Poor Galaxies
Both cannibalism of small satellites and ongoing interactions and mergers are possible origin scenarios for tidal features around our gas-poor galaxies. Since gas-poor galaxies are typically supported by dispersion, they would less often form the tidal tails associated with interactions between rotating disk galaxies; instead, tidal features in gas-poor galaxies are more often likely to be tidal streams from disrupted companions or broader, diffuse features indicative of dry mergers. We find both "narrow" and "broad" features around our gas-poor galaxies, consistent with multiple formation mechanisms for these tidal features. Since gas-poor TF galaxies appear to be ∼ 3× closer to their nearest neighbors than their NTF counterparts, these tidal features must often result from ongoing interactions with these neighbors.
For massive primary galaxies, these neighbors could be satellites in the process of being stripped that are massive enough to fall above the RESOLVE survey limit. We find that gas-poor TF galaxies have ∼ 5x higher median stellar masses than gas-poor NTF galaxies. This difference could indicate a large number of tidal streams from disrupted satellites: if we can detect these streams down to a certain floor in pre-disruption companion mass, we should see more of these features for higher primary masses because the merger rate increases with larger host halo mass and smaller satellite mass ratio. As a toy calculation to demonstrate this point, consider a comparison of the mean merger rates per halo for Density of NTF Galaxies Figure 23 . Median µ∆ v. G/S distribution for 5000 mock TF and TF samples based on merger rates and visibility timescales as a function of gas fraction. Though we see a slight increase in concentration towards higher G/S and lower µ∆, similar to our true TF and NTF samples, the median significance of the difference between these distributions is much smaller than that seen in Figure 10 .
Number of Occurences Figure 24 . Distribution of the pPFF comparing TF and NTF µ∆ v. G/S distributions for 5000 mock TF and NTF samples based on merger rates and visibility timescales as a function of gas fraction. The median pPFF value is ∼ 10 −4 , marked by a vertical dashed line.
primaries at the median stellar masses for our gas-poor TF and NTF subsamples. We assume we can only see debris from a disrupted companion with stellar mass 10 8 M and above in both cases. We estimate the mean merger rate per halo for a primary of a certain stellar mass using the merger rates calculated for the Millennium simulations (Fakhouri et al. 2010) . We relate halo masses to stellar masses using the central galaxy stellar mass-halo mass relation given by Eckert et al. (2016) , under the assumption that our hypothetical primary galaxies are centrals. Integrating over the range of companion masses ≥ 10 8 M for a primary of stellar mass 3.8 x 10 10 M (the median stellar mass of our gas-poor TF galaxies), we obtain a mean merger rate of 1.0 mergers halo dz . In contrast, integrating over the range of companion masses ≥ 10 8 M for a primary with a stellar mass of 7.1 x 10 9 M (the median stellar mass of our gas-poor NTF galaxies), we obtain a mean merger rate of 0.5 mergers halo dz . The implication that tidal streams should be more prevalent around higher stellar mass galaxies may also explain the higher group halo masses of gas-poor TF galaxies (Figure 18 ). The halo mass difference is weaker than the stellar mass difference (Figure 14) , suggesting the halo mass result likely follows from the stellar mass-halo mass relation, which has substantial scatter .
Alternatively, gas-poor TF galaxies of any mass may be closer to their nearest neighbors if they are in an ongoing dry merger or flyby interaction. These dry mergers and interactions would be more likely than resonant disk interactions to form "broad" features such as shells, which account for ∼ 26 +17 −13 % of our gas-poor TF sample. As a logical extension, it makes sense that some gas-poor TF galaxies would also reside in groups with fewer members at a fixed halo mass, as hinted by Figure 19 , implying not only ongoing interactions but also merger remnants in this population. When two galaxies merge, the group halo mass remains the same while the number of members decreases. The result shown in Figure 19 is consistent with the weak (2.0σ) result that poor TF galaxies are slightly more bulged than their NTF counterparts, potentially reflecting spheroid growth during mergers.
We conclude that gas-poor TF galaxies may reflect a mix of satellite and flyby stripping and early-to-late stages of merging, i.e. both interacting and completely merged.
Interpretation of Tidal Features around Gas-Rich Galaxies
A larger role for gas accretion through cannibalization of gas-rich satellites or fresh gas infall from the intergalactic medium may explain the very different trends we see for tidal features around gas-rich galaxies. Since our gasrich population is disk-dominated (Figure 10 ), these galaxies can show both tidal tails torn out from their disks and tidal streams from disrupted satellites. The majority of tidal features in our gas-rich population are narrow features such as tidal tails/arms or streams (∼ 79 +6 −7 %). Gas-rich galaxies with and without tidal features have similar stellar and halo mass distributions, implying an underlying common galaxy population that is experiencing sporadic events that produce tidal features. If these events were primarily satellite stripping events, creating tidal streams, the similarity of the stellar mass distributions for our gas-rich TF and NTF galaxies would be surprising given the higher expected frequency of stripping events for higher stellar mass primaries as discussed in Section 4.3.1.
In fact, we performed the same toy calculation as in Section 4.3.1 to estimate the mean merger rate per halo for primaries in our gas-rich population, and it is only 0.18 mergers halo dz at the population median mass of 7.8 x 10 8 M . This low merger rate implies that most satellite mergers for galaxies in our gas-rich population are below the assumed 10 8 M floor for observable stripped companions. Though we do not know the actual floor in pre-disruption companion mass above which we can detect tidal streams, it is possible that most satellite stripping events involving our gas-rich sample involve satellites below this observability floor and do not contribute to our TF classification. On the other hand, tidal tails/arms torn out from the disk of the primary (rather than from the disrupted companion) due to minor mergers and interactions may still be visible even when the satellite is absorbed or torn apart to the point where it is unable to be detected above our survey floor. These features form when the primary has a rotating disk so is subject to the spin-orbit coupling resonance during the interaction (e.g. Byrd & Howard 1992) . For example, NGC 5996 is a spiral galaxy with clear tidal arms while little distortion is seen in its small companion NGC 5994 (Sengupta et al. 2012) .
Furthermore, though our gas-rich galaxies are less massive overall than the gas-poor sample (Figures 13 and 14) , we find 1.5× more tidal features in the gas-rich sample (19% vs. 13%); this high fraction is not easily explained by the halo-halo merger rate in Fakhouri et al. (2010) . To estimate the contribution from major mergers, we combine the major merger rate at z=0 integrated over mass ratios of 1:10 and higher (0.05 mergers per halo per Gyr for a primary stellar mass of 7.8 x 10 8 M from Fakhouri et al. 2010 ) with estimates of merger visibility timescales as a function of gas fraction as used in Section 4.2 (Lotz et al. 2010 ) to approximate the expected fraction of high asymmetry galaxies induced by major mergers in our gas-rich sample as ∼10%. Since in fact we find that 19% of our gas-rich galaxies have tidal features, major mergers can not be the sole origin of our gas-rich TF galaxies.
Gas accretion from infalling gas-rich satellites may be functionally indistinguishable from cosmic gas infall, and both could explain the higher gas fractions and SSFRs of gas-rich TF galaxies while maintaining similar stellar masses group environments to their NTF counterparts. Furthermore, gas infall can supply the angular momentum needed for the rapid growth of disks (Stewart et al. 2011) , explaining the diskier morphologies of TF galaxies in the gas-rich population. As shown in Figure 17 , the majority of our gas-rich galaxies both with and without tidal features reside in haloes with masses below the halo mass scale at which cold-mode accretion is expected to dominate (Kereš et al. 2009 ). This scale also corresponds to the "gas-richness threshold scale" ) below which gas-dominated galaxies are the norm.
Observable interactions with companions above the RE-SOLVE survey limit also play a role for our gas-rich TF subsample. Gas-rich TF galaxies with neighbors within the same group have ∼ 1.7x closer nearest-neighbor distances than their NTF counterparts. This result is not as strong as for the gas-poor population, but it is still marginally significant (∼ 2.9σ).
We conclude that tidal features around gas-rich galaxies likely arise from mergers and interactions as well as gas accretion, where the latter includes gas-rich satellite accretion below the RESOLVE survey limit.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have performed a census of tidal features around galaxies in the RESOLVE survey using images primarily from DECaLS. Of the 1048 RESOLVE galaxies visually inspected for tidal features, 17 ±2 % of the galaxies show faint substructure in the DECaLS images. However, due to limitations of survey depth, this percentage should be seen as a lower limit.
We have used RESOLVE supporting data to study the relationship between tidal features and gas content, star formation, morphology, stellar mass, and galaxy environment. Our key results are as follows.
1. Galaxies with tidal features tend to have higher atomic gas-to-stellar-mass ratios (G/S) than those without, for a "gas-rich" sample defined by G/S >0.1. The "gaspoor" sample with G/S < 0.1 mostly has only upper limits on G/S. The frequency of tidal features in our gas-rich sample, ∼19%, is higher than in our gas-poor sample, ∼ 13%.
2. We observe elevated short-term specific star formation rates, diskier morphologies, and marginally closer distances to nearest neighbors (when the neighbor is in the same group as the galaxy) for gas-rich galaxies with tidal features as opposed to gas-rich galaxies without tidal features. However, the first two of these results are primarily driven by the correlation of SSFR and morphology with G/S. We do not find any statistically significant differences between the stellar or halo mass distributions of galaxies with and without tidal features in our gas-rich subsample.
3. In contrast, gas-poor galaxies with tidal features do not show significantly different SSFRs compared to gaspoor galaxies without tidal features, and seem to show slightly more bulged morphologies (at low statistical significance). Moreover, at high significance, gas-poor galaxies with tidal features have higher stellar and halo masses than those without. Even more so than for gasrich galaxies, gas-poor galaxies with tidal features are closer to their nearest-neighbor (if the neighbor is in the same group). We also observe that gas-poor galaxies with tidal features possibly reside in groups with fewer members at a fixed halo mass, suggestive of a post-merger remnant subpopulation.
These results lend support to different origin scenarios for tidal features around gas-rich and gas-poor galaxies. Gasrich galaxies with tidal features show higher gas fractions, diskier morphologies, and higher SSFRs than those without, pointing towards interactions and mergers but also other causes, i.e. accretion of gas or gas-rich satellites. Gas-poor galaxies with tidal features show stronger environmental differences when compared to those without, pointing to dry interactions, mergers, and satellite stripping as the main origin scenarios for tidal features in this subsample. Future work on the observability of tidal tails and streams in cosmological hydrodynamic simulations, and observational work to differentiate tails from streams, would provide a foundation to better understand these results. 
